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Abstract
This case study focuses on the transformational leadership style used by Nelson
Mandela. Transformation leadership is a theory championed by James MacGregor Burns,

who originally coined the term, and Bernard M. Bass (1990). In addition to
transformational leadership, the study includes theories from other prominent individuals
who have contributed to the study of Mandela's leadership.
This research underscores how Nelson Mandela, an anti-apartheid activist who
became president of South Africa, played a leading role in bringing his country from a

racially divided society to a free democratic society. He demonstrated high moral and
ethical values, expressed genuine interest in his followers, and built mutual trust with
them, which allowed him and many of his followers to perform beyond their own selfinterest.

The researcher endeavors in this paper to explain the role Mandela played in

transforming his country by adopting a unifying reconciliation process. This study
concludes with several recommendations gathered from the research conducted on
Mandela' s political journey.
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Chapter
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Introduction

The issue of leadership in all of its forms involves the need to influence or control
others. The consideration of transformational leadership is the focus of this paper,
especially as it applies to Nelson Mandela's political struggle, up to his presidency. ln

this context, it is essential to briefly introduce the subjects of power and politics before
examining the unique status of Nelson Mandela as a transformational leader.
Since Mandela is a politician, the totality of the description and analysis of his

public engagement needs to be defined politically. Because politics is about the pursuit,
exercise and control of power, it is first necessary to define what power is. In this paper

power is the ability to move others, produce intended effects, and realize one's own will.
The consideration of the elements of power not only defines the form of
leadership a politician demonstrates, but more importantly it is what enables some

political leaders to transform the political culture of their country. This is exemplified by
Nelson Mandela in South Africa, who set a new and remarkable standard of governance

for Africa and beyond.
Through the stages of his activist political struggle to become the first elected

black president of post apartheid South Africa, I,{elson Mandela led the transformation of
what was South Africa's political system of racial discrimination, social inequalities and

minority rule. Moving initially from

a

non-violent approach to one that later included

armed struggle, all through his long prison term and finally to his ascendancy to the
presidency, Mandela consistently remained committed to the creation of a free and just
1

society where the discriminatory laws and policies of the old apartheid order had no
place.
Because the final goals of Mandela's life-long liberation struggle were

implemented through reconciliation and unification, the researcher contends Mandela is
an example of a true transformational leader. In examining his achievements, this paper
discusses his transformational leadership characteristics using the following four-part

organizational framework:

.

Part one looks at the early

life of Nelson Mandela which consists of his birth,

childhood and family, and his education.

.

The second part focuses on the era of his pre-presidential political activism,

explaining his growth as a politician and political activist and his status as a
transformational leader. Mandela is analyzed as a lawyer who provided free legal
services to blacks, first a member of the African National Congress, then

chairman of the African National Congress' youth wing, to ultimately becoming
president of the African National Congress, and finally becoming the first black
president of South Africa. This section includes information about his arrest and

trial, his imprisonment, negotiation for his freedom and his release from prison.

.

The third portion of this work looks at the inspirational leadership attributes this

iconic leader demonstrated when he assumed the helm of power as president of
South Africa. This was a time of that country's history when the former ruling
class and many within the white minority (perhaps out of fear of retribution) were

very apprehensive about Mandela's judgment and ability to foster peace and

unity. On the other hand, the majority of his black supporters, who had suffered
2

decades of oppression, favored a kind of justice that would have necessitated
some form of pay back. But Mandela's genius and remarkable stewardship of his

leadership abilities propelled the country forward by using what will remain a

very impressive demonstration of transformational leadership for all generations
everywhere. Mandela's exemplary leadership style is illustrated in his role in

transforming South Africa by adapting a unification policy, organizing a Truth
and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), and

limiting his presidency to just one

term.
a

Part four describes how several different leadership theories can be used to better
understand Mandela's leadership style and abilities.
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Chapter Two
Review of the Literature on Transformational Leadership

Before doing any thorough analysis of the transformational leadership methods
Nelson Mandela used as a political activist to transform his country, this researcher
wishes to briefly explain what transformational leadership really means. The term was

first coined by Downton (1973) and has since evolved to be an essential approach to
leadership. The term began to be used much more broadly with what is now the classical

work of the political sociologist James MacGregor Burns (1978), in which he attempted
to link leadership to followership. Burns defined transformational leadership as "a
process whereby the individual engages others and creates a connection that raises the

level of motivation and morality in both leaders and followers" (as cited in Wren,1995,

p. 103). This raises the following questions: What new form of leadership is this? What
makes

it most effective? How does a leader get everyone to perform at their potential?

What are the attributes and downsides of transformational leadership?
Since Burns coined the term o'transforming leadership," it might be useful to look
at his description of how great leaders have adopted the approach to create change in

their organizations or societies. As Burns argued, transforming leadership has less to do

with providing followers with enough food to eat than with engaging followers in such

a

way that leaders and followers raise one another to a higher level of motivation and

morality (as cited in Kellerman, 1984, p. 8).

4

Bass (1995) changed the concept of transforming leadership more than anyone in

part because he was the first to use the term 'otransformational leadership" rather than

transforming leadership, as Wren (1995) stated:
The differences between Burns and Bass stem, in part, from the context in which
they study leadership. Bass' leadership study is focused on corporate management

of leadership goals, while Burns is dealing with leadership within the social
movements and politics; revolutionary leadership where politics and social
movements overlap. In this context, a significant social change is extraordinary in
scope: national independence, political revolution, the end of legal segregation.

And in this context, executive leaders become transforming leaders when they
mobilize political resources in groups, parties, public opinion, and legislatures. (p.
1

05)

This paper primarily looks at Burns' theory of leadership in social movements and

politics, in which great leaders have used their talents in chaotic situations to transform
degrading systems.

It is because of the magnificent transformational leadership role Mandela played
in South Africa that this researcher wishes to gain

a better understanding

of his leadership

style and how he was so effective in being a change agent. The next two questions to ask
then are: who is a transformational leader, and what makes one this type of a leader?

Answering these will lay the foundation needed for exploring Mandela as a
transformational Ieader.

5

Factors of Transformational Leadership
Transformational leaders are those whom people follow because of their ability to
inspire, They are people with vision and passion who can achieve great things.

Transformational leadership is concerned with the perforrnance of followers, including
developing them to their fullest potential. These leaders often have a strong set of internal
values and ideals, and they are effective at motivating their followers to act in ways that
support the greater good rather than their personal interest (Kuhnert, L994). According to
most leadership theorists, charisma is believed to be a fundamental factor of the

transformational leadership process (Bass, 1 990).
Wren (1995) described charismatic leaders as those who act as strong role models
for their followers who in turn identify with their leaders and seek to emulate them. Bass
(1990) defined charisma in its original social context as a "special gift" possessed by
leaders

(p.l3a). On the other hand in Web's view, charisma is a result of

a social crisis,

and charismatic leaders are those with extraordinary appeal who emerge with radically

new visions that provide a solution to a crisis, attracting followers who strongly identify

with them (as cited in Northouse,200l ,p. 137). These leaders have strong moral and
ethical conduct, and thus can be counted on to lead correctly.

While some have used Charismatic and Transformational Leadership
interchangeably, Burns (1997) distinguished between the two. He stated not all
charismatic leaders are transformational, but most transformational leaders are
charismatic because they inspire their followers. Some charismatic leaders believe

primarily in themselves rather than in their followers. As

a result, those self-centered
6

leaders usually

fall into failure (p. 111). Therefore, transformational leaders must be

intellectual stimulators; that is, they must have the ability to encourage their followers to
be more creative and innovative and challenge their own beliefs and values as well as

their leaders and organizations. This leadership style supports followers in trying new
approaches to develop innovation. It promotes followers to do more thinking on their

own, which in turn enables them to engage in careful problem solving (Wren, 1995, p.
103).

In essence, charismatic leadership describes people who are special and want to
make others follow the vision they put before their followers. I think a person whose
leadership exemplified both charismatic and transformational factors is Nelson Mandela,
the first black president of South

Africa. He is also viewed as a leader with high moral

standards who had a vision for South Africa that resulted in monumental changes in how
the people of South Africa are governed. Indeed, his charismatic leadership qualities

motivated his followers to pursue his vision, which in furn helped to transform the entire
nation (Northouse, 1 997 , p. la 1 ).

Applications of Transformational Leadership
t

The transformational approach to leadership is a broad-based perspective that
encompasses many facets and dimensions of the leadership process (Northouse,

1997).In general, it describes how leaders can initiate, develop and carry out
significant changes in their organizations.
I

To make a change, a transformational leader must become a strong role model
and have moral values and a self-determined sense of identity. Equally so, they
7

must be competent and articulate, listening to their followers as they empower
them to develop creativity. Transformational leaders are also tolerant of opposing

views (p. 1a0).
Transformational leaders also act as change agents who initiate and implement new
directions outside of their organtzations (Bass, 1985). They are also social architects; that
is, they make clear the emerging values and norms of their organrzations, involving
themselves to help shape the meaning of their organization's culture (Northouse, 1997,p.

l4l).

The Strengths of the Transformational Leadership Style
Transformational leadership has been widely researched from different perspectives,
including a series of qualitative studies which have been done of prominent leaders and
CEOs of large and well known organizations (Northouse,200l, p. 145). Based on these
sfudies, there has been a focus on transformational leadership since its introduction in the
1970s, because this type of leadership method has proven to be effective. While

transformational leadership styles continue to evolve, studies have shown they have
several strengths, including:

1. Intuitive appeal, which

is the transformational aspect that describes how the

leaders are "out front," advocating changes for others. They do not stay in the

back, depending on others to move them.

2. Treating leadership as a process that occurs between leaders and followers.
Because this process incorporates both the leaders and their followers' needs, this

B

makes leadership not the sole responsibility of a leader, and instead

it emerges

from the interplay between leaders and their followers. (Bryman, 1992, p. 176)
Having provided a brief explanation of what transformational leadership is, this paper

will nextanalyze how Nelson Mandela

has exhibited this type of leadership and why this

author feels he can be described as a transformational change agent. This sfudy will also

provide a more general explanation of who he is and what he has done during his
remarkable life.

9

Chapter Three
Methodology

This sfudy critically analyzes Nelson Mandela's political activist role and how he
used

it to transform his country of South Africa from a racially discriminated society to

a

free democratic nation. In his transformational leadership style, he committed his life to
his country for the emancipation of the oppressed portion of its population.

This sfudy, which is primarily a literature review, involved an analysis of the
entire life struggle of Mandela against the apartheid system of the South African
government. The majority of the sources reviewed for this study were written by
knowledgeable writers of leadership theories, reporters of political events and leadership,
and most importantly, I also reviewed two books written by Nelson Mandela himself

(1995,2003).

I also did one

15 minute telephone interview

with Mr. Asfa Njai, a college

professor from the University of Senegal, who proved to be highly knowledgeable about

African politics, ranging from the post independence eras of most African states to the
present. He provided me with an in-depth analysis of the South African apartheid system
and Nelson Mandela's saga and

life story.

In an attempt to speak directly with Mr. Mandela, I wrote him, asking for
permission to conduct a short interview with him. Unfortunately, he did not respond to

my request. However, I was able to speak with Mrs. Bonswa Nyati, a senior member of
Mandela's foundation who told me Mandela has scaled down his public engagements and
cannot be reached as he now spends most of his time with his family. But she said she
10

was available to answer any questions on Mandela's behalf the best way she could.

However, I chose not to do this because I could not get first hand information from her
she was not

as

with Mandela during the liberation struggle.

11
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Chapter Four
Discoveries

Mightier than men and arms dedicated to preventing change in an oppressed
society are the values, ideals and motives of those seeking freedom. The many year

Iiberation struggles in South Africa by Nelson Mandela and others has the remarkable
conclusion that freedom for all South Africans has become a reality. Because the South

African apartheid regime was immensely superior in military terms when compared to
the ANC and its allies, there was no way Mandela and his colleagues would have
succeeded

militarily in their liberation efforts.

So part of Mandela's process included

when he chose to remain in jail rather than relinquishing his core values.

In the end, monumental international pressure and economic measures forced the
South African government to succumb to freeing Mandela on his terms. I feel it was the
values and motives Mandela incarnated, despite his absence from the battle front for
freedom since he had been jailed, which nurfured the positive changes to the socioeconomic and political conditions in South Africa. Indeed, it was in part his ideals that
made nations around the world either directly or indirectly get involved in ending

apartheid in South Africa. What I discovered through this research is that the beautiful
strategies Mandela adopted and applied did not all help him and his struggle as much as
he wanted, but his refusing to leave

jail

unless under his own terms ended up making a

great impact, even before his release.

T2

Part l: The birth, childhood and education of Mandela
Mandela Rolihlahla was born into the family of Hendry Mandela and Nosekekeni,
who was Hendry's third wife, July 1 8, 1 91 8, in what was then the tiny village of Umtata,
the capital of Transkei, which is 800 miles east of Cape Town and 500 miles south

of

Johannesburg. Hendry was sfubborn, strict, tall, proud and illiterate. He came from the

royal family of the Thembu tribe of South Africa and was the chief of his district.
However he was stripped of his chieftaincy after a quarrel with a local white magistrate
over an ox. Hendry refused to succumb to the magistrate, and as a result he lost

everything he had, including his cattle, land, and income. This situation forced the break
up of his family, andNelson Mandela and his motherwent to Qunu, which was his

mother's village, where he was given the name Rolihlahla, which means "pulling the
branch of tree" or "trouble maker" (Mandela, 2003, p. xxx). Mandela's family
background, coupled with the meaning of his given name, as well as his track record as a
change agent, all suggest Mandela's actions as a transformer of South Africa should not
be a total surprise.

Even as a little boy Mandela grew up thinking he would become a liberator. His

imagination had been fired up by tales of tribal heroes who had lived in the good days
before the coming of white men to their father's land. He aspired to devote his life to the
emancipation of his people at a young age (Meer, 1988, p.213) and later talked about his

youthful days when he used to sit round the fire in his village, listening to the elders of
his tribe telling stories of the old days which were mostly about wars fought by their
ancestors in defense of their fatherland. These stories discussed great men and warriors

like Dingane, Moshoeshoe, and Magana. Mandela was inspired by these great men even
13

at that early age, and at one point recalls saying,

"I hope that life might offer me the

opportunity to serve my people and make my own contribution to their freedom struggle

like these people" (Mandela,2003, p. xxx).

At age seven, Rolihlahla Mandela

became the first member of his family to attend

school, where he was given the name "Nelson" (after British admiral Horatio Nelson) by
his Methodist missionary teacher who found it difficult to pronounce his native African

name-Rolihlahla (p. 3). After Mandela's father died when he was just nine, Regent, the
head teacher of his primary school and Jongintaba, the nephew of Mandela's father who

was the chief of Qunu, became his guardians. Mandela attended a Wesleyan mission
school next door to the palace of the regent and later attended the Clarkebury Boarding

Institute. He completed his Junior Certificate in two years (instead of the usual three). He
was also destined to inherit his father's position as a privy councilor (p. 5).

In 1937 Mandela moved to Healtown, the Wesleyan college in Fort Beaufort
which most Thembu royalty attended. He later matriculated at the Fort Hare University to
pursue a B.A. Here he met his lifelong friend and colleague, Oliver Tambo.

At the end of

that year he was involved in a boycott by the Students' Representative Council against
the university policies, for which he was expelled (Meer, 1988, p. 9).

After leaving Fort Hare, Mandela moved to Johannesburg and found a job as a
guard at a mine, He quit the job and fled to Alexandra in order to avoid a marriage
arranged by his uncle, Jongintaba. He then got another

job

as an article clerk at a law

firm through his friend and colleague, Walter Sisulu. While working there, he completed
a

B.A. degree at the University of South Africa via correspondence, after which he

started his law studies at the University of Witwatersrand.

I4

Part ll: Mandela's Pre-Presidential Political Activities
Influenced by Anton Lembede and Walter Sisulu, Mandela joined the ANC in
1944. This started when they took him as part of a delegation to meet with Dr. Xuma,

then the head of the AhlC. But Mandela was mainly inspired by Sisulu of whom he

wrote, "Walter believed that the AhlC was the means to effect change in South Africa,
and I knew that I would be proud to belong to any organtzation in which Walter was a

member" (Mandela, 1995, p. 95).After the 1948 election victory of the Afrikanerdominated National Party with its apartheid policy of racial segregation, Mandela became
more prominent in the ANC's 1952 defiance campaign. He was also present at the 1955
Congress of the People, whose adoption of a freedom chapter provided what was then the

fundamental program of the anti -apartheid cause. During this time Mandela and his

friend Oliver Tambo also operated the law firm "Mandela and Tambo," providing free or

low cost legal services for many blacks who could not otherwise afford legal
representation. It was through this law practice that Mandela became more connected to
the poor blacks and won their trust. As he wrote:

I

reahzed quickly what Mandela and Tambo meant to the ordinary African. It was

the place where they could come and find a sympathetic ear and a competent ally,
a place where they

could not be either turned away or cheated, a place where they

might actually feel proud to be represented by men of their own skin color. This
was the reason I had become a lawyer in the first place, and the work often made
me feel that I made the right decision and shall continue this path until the system

in South Africa is changed. (Mandela, 1995, p. 150)
15

Mandela's activist approach was influenced by Mahatma Gandhi, who inspired

him and succeeding generations of South African anti-apartheid activists. Initially,
Mandela committed himself to a non-violent mass struggle like his mentor Mahatma
Gandhi. For this in 1956 Mandela was affested with 150 others and charged with treason.

A marathon trial lasting from L956-1961 followed, at the end of which all were acquitted,

Guerrilla Activities
As the AI.JC fell short of its expectations for change based on what became

a

failed non violent protest, its leaders decided to change its course of action for which

ANC's armed wing, {Jmkhonfo (MK for short, which translates

as "Spear of the

Nation")

was introduced. In 1961 Mandela co-founded and then became the leader of this. He did
this because he felt the many years of non-violent protest by the ANC against apartheid
had not achieved anything and would not succeed in making the changes needed in South

Africa.
For this reason he co-strategized a sabotage campaign against military and
government targets, and planned to engage in fuIl scale war if this failed to end apartheid.

In the 1960s, the AIrIC waged a guerrilla war against the apartheid regime in which many
civilians died, even though the initial plan was not to harm or kill anybody, but to just
sabotage government operations by attacking infrastructures such as government

buildings and institutions.
Mandela also raised funds for MK abroad, arranged for paramilitary training of its
members in other countries, and visited many African governments including Liberia, my

birth country, for their support to the cause. He told those from whom he solicited
support that the ANC had embarked on an armed struggle as a last resort in view of the

l6

increasing repression and violence from the state's security forces that were controlled by
the Afrikaner-led government (Meer, 1988, p.74).

Prior to engineering the MK, Mandela also organized an initial strategy called the
M-Planr rn 1954, which was based in small towns and street cells in the larger cities to
prepare youth to respond to the future challenges faced by the ANC (Price, 1991

,p.204).

This plan was geared toward empowering the ANC's followers while at the same time
compensating for the weaknesses they had identified in using mass types of organization
(p. 204). For the most pafr, this M-Plan worked, as the youth for whom he launched the
plan were the ones engaging the apartheid government while he was in prison. Thus, the

M-Plan largely helped to inspire a lot of people (especially those youth whom the plan
was intended for) to follow Mandela's dreams and aspirations.

At one point some young men of the ANC made

a confession to Ahmed

Kathrada, one of Mandela's close associates, when they were arrested and taken to jai1,
accused of being terrorists. Strini Moodley and Audrey Saths said:

We told Kathrada we wanted to see Nelson and suggested that he should stand in
their [prison] yard at a cer1';ain spot at a cerlain time when we were outside to

identify him. At the time of his arrest, most of us had been toddlers and some not
yet born, but he was part of our psyche and our political culfure and we were most
anxious to see him. (Meer, 1988, p.272)

' The "M"

stands for Mandela.

l7

Mandela's Arrest and Trial
On August 5, 1962, Mandela was arrested after being on the run from the South

African government for 17 months for leaving the country illegally. He was imprisoned
in the Johannesburg Fort. The arrest was allegedly made possible because the US Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) tipped off the police, as Mandela's whereabouts had been
unknown (Mandela, 1995, p. 319). Even before the trial began, public opposition to his
imprisonment mounted throughout the country. The Free Mandela Committee organized
protest meetings, which the government disrupted violently. Nevertheless his followers
stood with him, as their trust in him grew day by day (Meer, 1988, p. 209). Finally, the
charges of leading workers to strike

him during

a

in

1961 and leaving the country illegally were read to

court appearance and he was sentenced to five years in prison.

Subsequently, other prominent ANC members were also arrested.

A few years later, while he was in Johannesburg Fort prison, he and his
colleagues, including his long time fnend Walter Sisulu, were taken to the Rivonia trial
where they were charged with the capital crimes of sabotage and leaving the country

without proper traveling documents, crimes equivalent to treason, which Mandela
admitted to in court.

At the opening of the defense portion of Mandela's

case at the Pretoria Supreme

Court, in his statement from the dock, he clearly laid out the reasoning for the ANC's
choice to use violence as a tactic. He explained how the ANC had used peaceful means to
resist apartheid for years until the Sharpeville Massacre on March 21, 1960, when police
shot dead 69 protesters. He went on to explain in response to the court how the members

18

of the ANC developed the manifesto of Umkhonto we Sizu,e in

l96l to sabotage the

government's operations. He closed his statement with these words:
During my life time I have dedicated myself to the struggle of the African people.

I have fought against white domination, and have fought against black
domination. I have cherished the ideal of a democratic and free society in which
all persons live together in harmony and with equal opporfunities. It is an ideal
which I hope to live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal for which I
am prepared to

die. (Maltz, 2004, p. 165)

Mandela pleaded guilty to a1l the charges regarding involvement in planning armed
actions and participating in the sabotage of government operations, but denied the
allegation that he conspired with other countries to invade South Africa.

Imprisonment
Having been found guilty, Mandela was sent to prison on Robben Island in June
1964, where he was destined to remain for the next 27 years. Here he and others

performed hard labor in the lime quarry. The conditions of the prison were deplorable,
especially for the Blacks who received the least rations (the prisoners were segregated by
race).

In March of 1982 Mandela was moved along with some other senior ANC leaders
from Robben Island to Pollsmoor Prison in South Africa. This was done to remove his
influence on the young black activists who were also imprisoned on Robben Island, as
this prison was now called "Mandela University" by Mandela's supporters (Mandela,
1995), as he continued to work to empower his followers even while in prison.

l9

As a transformational leader, his charisma grew even while he was in prison. This
was because every statement he made meant a great deal to his follorvers who were both

in and out of prison. For example, a young man named Strini Moodley, a member of the
South African Student Organization ( SASO) who was falsely accused of being a terrorist
and convicted along with nine others (alI of them in their late twenties), said at one point:

When we got to the Robben Island Prison, we constantly heard stories about
Mandela that the first thing Mandela did when he arrived on Robben Island prison
was to help a group of Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) men. Nelson was

convinced that they were wrongly sentenced and he prepared their appeals and
succeeded. (as cited in Meer, 1988, p.275)

At times Mandela's advocacy for his people went beyond human imagination. For
example while many men are only willing to fight for someone else's freedom if they
themselves are free, Mandela fought for his people everywhere and at anytime possible,
even while in prison. This put a great deal of pressure on the South African government.

In February 1985 the South African President Pete W. Botha offered Mandela

a

conditional release from prison in return for his renouncing armed struggle. Mandela
rejected the offer, releasing a statement via his daughter Zindzi, saying, "What freedom
am I being offered when the organization of the people remains banned? Only free men
can negotiate; prisoners cannot enter into contracts" (as cited in Sparks, 1995, p. 50). In
the meantime, national and international pressure continued to mount on the South

African government. Then President Botha had a stroke and was replaced by President
Fredrick De Klerk who, as described below, finally released Mandela from prison in
l 990.
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Negotiations for Mandela's Release
The apartheid government's decision to engage Nelson Mandela in negotiations

for his release started when he was transferred from his prison cell to the Volks Hospital
in Cape Town due to an enlarged prostate gland (Sparks, 1995, p. 21). The day before
Mandela's surgery, the then Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee and Mandela's wife, Winnie
Mandela, happened to board the same plane by coincidence to Cape Town where
Mandela was hospitalized. On board, the Minister talked with Winnie and assured her

of

his government's support and concern for her husband by making available good medical
care for

him and also relaxing the prison hard labor on him. He said he was going to see

how Mandela was doing in the hospital.
This was the first step he made to show his goodwill to the Mandela family,
unlike Minister Coetsee's predecessor, Mr. James Kruger, who did not do anything to
relax the hard living conditions Mandela faced while in prison. At this point Minister
Coetsee began to work behind the scenes for the release of Mandela. His first step was to

reform the prison system and eliminate the harsh conditions Mandela had faced. He also
sought Mandela's support for negotiations between AI.JC and the government, since the

situation in South Africa had begun to deteriorate in many respects. At the same time
foreign pressure continued to mount for the release of Mandela and other ANC leaders

like Walter Sisilu, Ahmed Kathrada, Raymond Mhlaba, and Andrew Mlangeni (Sparks,
1995,,p.23). Foreign countries and human rights organrzations were also increasingly
condemning apartheid.

All around the world people were singing "release Mandela"

songs, while writers wrote "release Mandela" poems, calling Mandela a hero who should
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be set free. These efforts eventually compelled the apartheid government to change
course and seek a negotiated dialogue with the AI.JC (Mandela,2003, p. xix).

When Mandela returned to prison from the hospital, the commanding officer there
began to give him preferential treatment. Mandela became uneasy about this siruation,

thinking other black prisoners would feel he had made a deal with the government. So he
questioned the commander of the prison about why he had been separated from his
colleagues (Sparks, 1995,

p.25). It became clear to Mandela

at this point that the

apartheid-led government was aiming for a compromise with the ANC, which is what he
had been working so hard for over so many years. As these happened, Mandela even

proposed to the then Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd that he should convene a national
convention where all South Africans would be represented to find a solution to the

country's problems, but this proposal fell on deaf ears as it was based on the idea of
having a national convention which would be an opportunity for the ANC to articulate its
grievances about the circumstances surrounding discrimination of blacks. At this point
Mandela said to his friends and followers in

jail: "Look chaps, I don't think we should

fight this, because, whether they have negotiation in mind or not, negotiations will open
an opporfunity for us to make an approach to the government about a meeting between

them and the AhlC" (p.25).
For many years the ANC had been perceived to be communist by the National
Party led government, based upon their close ties with the communist party. However,
Mandela dispelled that notion bluntly. While meeting with Justice Minister Coetsee's
committee which was responsible for laying the ground work for Mandela and President
Botha to meet and discuss the racial divide that was tearing the country apart Mandela
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said that while the AIJC was not communist, "The Communist party had supported

ANC's struggle against racialism since the 1920s, when ANC never had any allies, And
the ANC is not an organization that just dumps its long time friend because of differences

in ideologies" (p. 53). He further went on to pose the following question to the
committee members: "Which man of honorwill ever desert a life long friend at the
insistence of a common opponent and still maintain a measure of credibility among his
people?" (p.53).Before the committee, Mandela also spoke candidly of his support

of

democracy and the role of majority rule which he indicated was the pillar of democracy

world wide. However, he argued that when black South Africans asked for this, the
wtrites said it would be a disaster. His question then was which type of democracy do the
whites want the blacks to accept? This argument by Mandela put the committee in a
tough position, as they were simply trying to make arangements for Mandela to meet

with the president for the first time,

a meeting that Mandela had always anticipated.

Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee and the National Intelligence Chief Niel Bernard

were the architects who designed the first meeting between Botha and Mandela. They
were worried about the outcome of the meeting because President Botha was a difficult
man with an explosive temper, while Mandela's core beliefs were such that he was not

willing to compromise easily. The two facilitators were uneasy about this meeting, but
they were committed to ensuring the two public figures meet in the interests of the

country. Thankfully, the meeting was held in a cordial mode. At the end Mandela raised a
concern about his long time companion Walter Sisulu, seizing the opporhrnity to ask the
president directly for his release. President Botha asked Intelligence Chief Bernard to

look into this, but Chief Niel Bernard was reluctant to do anything about it, which made
.\1
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Mandela furious (Sparks, 1995, p. 55).Nevertheless, Mandela continued to negotiate

with Minister Coetsee, demanding his colleagues in jail should be released before he
would negotiate any further. This consistent statement from Mandela made Minister
Coetsee take a different look at Mandela's core values, comparing him to the captain of a

ship who ensures all his crew members are off his sinking vessel before he leaves (p.
102).

I feel Mandela's refusal of the government's offer to leave prison without his
friends and followers is another indication of his being a transformational leader. As
stated by Wren (1995), "Transformational leaders serve as a role model, and inspire their

followers to pursue their vision and never to relent" (p. 105). Thus, if Mandela had
accepted the offer to leave without his colleagues, he could have jeopardized the trust and

confidence his followers and friends had in him. So his position necessitated the release

of all the imprisoned ANC members, which was also negotiated. with the understanding
that this would then lead to further discussions about how to attain peace in South Africa.

Mandela's Release from Prison
On February 11, 1990, the day of Mandela's release, he made a speech to the nation
where He declared his commitment to peace and reconciliation with the country's white

minonty, while also making it clear the ANC's armed struggle was not over and would
continue. In the speech he said:
Our resort to the armed struggle in 1960 with the formation of the military wing

of the ANC (MK) was a purely defensive action against the violence of apartheid.
The factor which necessitated the armed struggle still exists today. We have no

option but to continue. We express the hope that a climate conducive to

a
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negotiated settlement would be created soon, so that there may be no longer the
need for the armed struggle. (Mandela,2003, p. 61)

He also said his main focus was to bring peace to South Africa and give the black

majority the right to vote in both local and national elections.
Following his release from prison, Mandela returned to being part of the
leadership of the ANC and led the multi-party negotiations that brought the first multi-

racial elections in South Africa. Mandela was then elected national president of the ANC,
taking over from his old friend and colleague Oliver Tambo, who had led the
organtzation in exile while Mandela was in prison. Because the leadership of Mandela
and President De

Klerk's in working through these negotiations together was

so

highly

appreciated by the international community, Mandela and De Klerk were awarded the

Nobel Peace Prize in 1993 (Mandela,2003, p.507).
Unforfunately, the fraternal relations that existed between President De Klerk and
Mandela broke down in 1993 following the killing of several black ANC members by the
government, including one of its prominent leaders, Chris Hani. This brought fear that the

country could erupt again in violence. It was in this light that Mandela addressed the
nation, appealing for calm. His charisma influenced the vast majority of South Africans,
irrespective of their color. The speech was regarded as presidential, even though he was

not yet president of the country at that time. Here is part of what he said at this time:
Tonight I am reaching out to every single South African, black and white, from
the very depths of my being.

A white man, full of prejudice and hate, came to our

country and committed a deed so foul that our whole nation now teeters on the

brink of disaster. A white woman, of Afrikaner origin, risked her life so that we
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may know, and bring to justice, this assassin. The cold-blooded murder of Chris

Hani has sent shock waves throughout the country and the world. ..Now is the
time for all South Africans to stand together against those who, from any quarter,
wish to destroy what Chris Hani gave his life for--the freedom of all of us,
(Mandela, 1995, p. 608)

Part III: Mandela's Presidency
Reconciliation
Four years after leaving jail, Mandela became president of South Africa and was
faced with some major challenges in leading the country, given the level of abhorrence

in the minds of so many of the ANC's supporters about the manner in which they had
been treated under the apartheid system, Because of this, the ANC itself was

full of

serious differences between some of the exiled AhlC members and those who had stayed

in the country and suffered throughout the struggle under the heavy hands of the
apartheid government. Some of the less educated ANC members, who had not been able

to go to school as a result of the conditions in South Africa, complained the exiled ANC
members had returned to take away all the good jobs from them. This was something

Mandela found to be embarrassing, as he valued everyone's contributions to the struggle.
He remained focused on the core values of the revolution and looked ahead to the
challenges related to how some of his black supporters were fighting with each other as

they sought to obtain jobs (Beck, 2000). At this time no one in South Africa or other parts

of Africa knew what Mandela would do as he took office in the midst of all the hatred left
over from so many years of apartheid and all of the negative propagandawhich had been
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given by the apartheid government about the ANC (for example it being a communist

organization). Rioting and looting during the weeks preceding elections had caused
many white South Africans to stock food and other supplies in expectation of even worse

conditions to come. Mandela took note of these various challenges, gave serious
consideration to the different perceptions, and fought to maintain stability and establish

tranquility among the people of South Africa over the changes which had occurred.
Just a few weeks into his presidency, Mandela's charm, apparent lack

of

bitterness, and kindly tolerance began to win people over. Soon black and white alike
were referring to him simply fondly as "Madrba," his clan name given by the elders

of

South Africa to praise him (Beck,2000, p. 191). It became increasingly clear there were
no communist revolution plans in his agenda and no planned black retaliation against the

whites for their years of oppression during the apartheid regime.
Another reconciliation effort Mandela made was to reach out to the Afrikaner
population to reduce the fears that had developed in them that they would be ostrac ized
by his new government. Mandela realized the importance of the Afrikaner population
and that they were a dangerous constituency

if not embraced. Therefore,

he persuaded

them to join his "Rainbow" team (a term mostly used by Archbishop Desmond Tutu to
describe what was involved in uniting all of South

Africa's racial groups). However, The

Afrikaners initially were afraid of doing this. Through all this Mandela went many extra
miles to promote reconciliation, which he talked about repeatedly. In fact, during the first
year of his presidency, he even paid a visit to Percy Yutar, the prosecutor u,,ho had sent

him to jail for 24 years.
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He continued his goodwill gestures by havingateaparty with all the wives

of

South Africa's former white prime ministers and presidents. He also hosted a dinner party

for all the previous prison commanders of Robben Island, where he was held in jail
(Beck,2000, p. 196). These goodwill gestures were opposed by some ANIC members
who believed some of the people Mandela was now embracing had blood on their hands.
But many of Mandela's former persecutors came from those meetings overwhelmed by
his generosity of spirit. Mandela had the belief that, given time, the Afrikaners would
accept the new South Africa and would come forward to contribute to what he was now

calling the Rainbow Nation (Beck, 2000). This was what Mandela and Archbishop Tutu
referred to as l-Jbuntu, an African concept of human brotherhood, mutual responsibility
and compassion (p. 196). By reaching out to followers and non-followers alike and

welcoming their input, Mandela gave them a sense of ownership in the government
which Mandela now led. Indeed, I feel Mandela exemplified transformational leadership
again at this point, as he was very inclusive, reaching out to both the Afrikaners and
Indians, listening to and empowering them to get involve in his restructuring process

of

the country. This creative leadership approach allowed Mandela, as its first black
president, to transform his country.

Another pivotal moment in the reconciliation process with the white South
Africans occurred in June 1995 when Mandela went to witness the South Africa Rugby
Teatn, the Springboks, play a team from }.trew Zealand in Johannesburg. The Springboks
were widely considered to be a white people's team by the blacks of South African.
Because the entire Springboks team players were whites, with the exception

black player, manyblacks, including several

ofjust one

AllC officials, told Mandela not to honor
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the Springboks' game with his presence and absolutely not to go onto the field. However
Mandela rejected that advice and went to the game wearing a Springboks jersey. The
game ended in favor of the Springboks, and Mandela went into the middle of the field,

presenting the winner's trophy to the Springboks' captain. For this Mandela received

wild applause from thousands of white South African Afrikaners'rugby fans who
chanted

"Nel- Son," "Nel-Son." Amongst other things, this action caused the Afrikaners

to begin recruiting blacks to their rugby team to better portray the racial diversity of their

country (Beck, 2000, p. 197).
Mandela needed the contribution of the white Afrikaners to the Rainbow Nation
he envisioned. He knew they had more experience in running the government,

considering black South Africans had not had this experience as a result of the prolonged

discrimination they had experienced. But Mandela also needed a high level of trust from
the Afrikaners he wanted to

join him in his efforts. As stated by Bass (1998), "Trust is an

important intervening construct between leaders and followers" (p. 18). Mandela also let
them know he was prepared to work with them without holding a grudge.
When Mandela became president of the South African nation, he decided to only

work within the confines of the law. He did not let anger over the long suffering he had
undergone take over his emotions. This allowed him to transform his country for the
betterment of all South Africans.

Mandela's rise to the presidency after serving his long jail sentence was embraced

with euphoria by many of the blacks who had been suppressed by the white government,
and

if Mandela

had not controlled that euphoria, his black supporters were prepared to do

almost anything in revenge of what they had endured without regards to the law. In
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response to this situation, Mandela considered revising the constitution of the state to one

that would reflect a truly non racial society, so that whatever action he took in reforming
the country would have a constifutional hacking. To do this he appointed a constitutional

advisory committee headed by his personal lawyer, Cyril Ramaphosa (Beck, 2000, p. 19).

Uniting Religious Differences
Mandela took pride in uniting and listening to all religious faiths to fight the

racially imbalanced society in which they lived. As Mandela stated: "Diversity can be
the source of strength; the pool whence we should deepen our sense of humanity"

(Mandela,2003, p. 319). His desire to pull all South Africans together, irrespective of
their religious beliefs, was another hallmark of his administration. He often asked himself
why people so often still butchered one another simply because they belong to different
religions, speak different languages, or belong to different races. Mandela acknowledged
the inspiration that religious faiths contributed in the entire freedom movement in South

Africa. Addressing a cross section of people at the World Conference on Religion and
Peace

in South Africa on August 7, 1994, Mandela said:
While we can justifiably say that the African National Congress has been at the
head of this political movement, we all derive pride that these qualities owe their

origins and guidance also from the teaching of all religious faiths. Mahatma
Gandhi --Hindu, Abdullah Abdurrahman-- Muslim, Reverend Rubusana--

Christian, and father Trevor Huddleson --Jewish

- to quote a few religious

leaders-all contributed to the school of thought that guided our liberation
movement. They helped to see the struggle as one against a system and not a
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racta| group. They helped

instill resistance fighters with the morality to seek

reconciliation even in the worst of times. (Mandela,2003, p. 320)
Mandela also recalled the role religions played in the liberation of South Africa.

As president, he attended and delivered addresses to various events marking different
religious festivities, such as the Muslim Ramadan and Hindu Diwali. For example, at one

Muslim Ramadan festivity, he thanked the Muslim community for their contributions to
the liberation struggle of South Africa. He mentioned that during the apartheid years,

Muslims rose to the call to unite against oppression, and they resisted the white
government's Group Area Act in Johannesburg, which forbade people to gather together
at any time (Mandela,2003, p.

338). In

a related statement to Hindus at a

Diwali

celebration, he talked about how Hindu priests went to inmates in prison to have prayer

with them and offer them sweetmeat, regardless of their religious beliefs. At first the
prison authorities would not allow people of non Hindu faith to eat the sweetmeat, but
after protests about this, the prisoners were able to eat them with their fellow inmates.

Part IV: Analysis of Mandela's Leadership Style
Mandela as a Transformational Leader
In the following analysis of Mandela's leadership style, I will demonstrate how he
is a true transformational leader. Northouse (1997) wrote, "A transformational leader
must first have a clear vision of the future state of their orgarnzation. The compelling
nature of that vision then touches followers and pulls them into supporting the

organlzation" (p.1a0). Mandela's leadership style exemplified this theory. He was
focused on his vision which was to bring justice and freedom to all South African
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citizens, no matter what color they were. As explained in Part

II

above,

it was this vision

that took him to law school and to subsequentlybecome an attorney at law who fought

for the rights of the marginalized and segregated black majority of his country.
Northouse also wrote, "Transformational leaders are social architects for their
organuzations as they shape the shared meanings followers maintain within the

arganrzation, and they communicate and then provide the direction that transforms their
orgarTtzation" (p. 140). That is exactly what Mandela did. He designed strategies that
shaped his organization's action. For example, when the

ANC's non-violence approach

failed, Mandela was the architect who designed the MK armed struggle wing which was
geared toward sabotaging government interests. He communicated the essence of this

strategy well to his followers, and though it took a long time, it paid off as it eventually
forced the white government into negotiations with the ANC.

According to Northouse (1997), "Transformational leaders create trust in their
organizations by making their own positions clearly known and then standing by those
positions, and that trust has to do with being predictable and reliable, even in a situation
that is uncertain" (p. 14). Mandela won the trust of his followers. They believed in him

in part because they knew he risked his life for them and not for his own personal
interests. His followers understood he was always in the forefront to battle in their cause.
They understood he did not leave the country and abandon them like many of the ANC's
executive members had, including Mandela's best friend Oliver Tambo, who operated the

ANC in exile as their chairman. Bennis and Nanus also write about the importance of
establishing trust in organizations, because it is trust that gives those in organizations a
sense of integrity and a healthy identity (as cited in Northouse, 1997, p.1a0 ).
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Mandela fouglrt very hard to build and maintain a trustworthy relationship with
his followers. For this reason many of Mandela's followers had an absolute belief in him
and also regarded him as their role model. For example two of his followers who were
arrested and sentenced for terrorism confessed to Ahmed Kathrada how they were

inspired by Mandela. They said, "At the time

of his arrest,

most of us had been toddlers

and some not yet born, but he was part of our psyche and our political culture and we

were most anxious to see him" (as cited in Meer, 1988, p.272).

A Historical Precedent: Mandela's struggle to transform the discriminatory
racral system in South Africa recalls a similar racial discrimination battle that was fought

in the United States and led by Martin Luther King, Jr. in the 1960s. ln King's struggle,
some of his followers were severely beaten, jailed, and even killed by policemen.

However, despite this, King kept on mounting pressure on the U.S. government for social
justice, that all men and women should be treated equally under the law, regardless of the
color of their skin. Unfortunately, King was assassinated before the outcome of his
movement produced the intended results. Yet his August 28, 1963 powerful "I have a
dream" speech is still being heard on the air waves today. That speech has played a major

role in positively transforming the social iryustice, freedoms and rights experienced by
people of color in the United States.
Mandela spoke of how he closely followed King's movement against racism,

discrimination and economic inequality in the United States. For example, in addressing a
huge crowd at Yankee Stadium in New York, he said:

"I

had been inspired by great

Americans such as W. E. B. Du Bois, Marcus Garvey, and Martin Luther King, Jr."
(Mandela, 1995, p. 583). Thus, Both Mandela and King were part of a process that
4^
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transformed their respective societies from socially imbalanced to more socially
integrate.

The Chaotic System Mandela Faced
In chaotic situations many tend to see only the negative aspects of how people and
organtzations handle a crisis, losing sight of the positive consequences of the times.

Wheatley (1999), an award winning author of leadership and science, wrote:
When people find themselves in chaotic conditions, they don't necessarily have

to look up to the top level people for solutions. There can be a way out of such

a

crisis when we listen to the common people in the community to engage the
situation with everyone participating. By doing so, positive outcome emerges

from the chaos.

.

.. If peoples' living conditions or policies at the work

become deplorable and unbearable, the dissipative structure

disorder that can be a source of new order, and growth

will

will

place

demonstrate

appear from that

disequilibrium. (p. 21)

While it can be said the volatile situation in South Africa which Mandela faced was very
chaotic, the disorder manifested itself to produce a new order. Mandela's engagement

with key people working for positive change at the grass roots level of the community
made a tremendously positive impact in stabilizing South Africa through the consensus-

building process he encouraged.
As Wheatley wrote, "The thing we fear most in organizations--disruption,
confusion, chaos-need not be interpreted as signs that we are about to be destroyed;
instead, these conditions are necessary to awaken creativity" (p.21). Therefore, the

chaotic conditions in South Africa presented an opporfunity for a charismatic figure like
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Nelson Mandela to join forces with the oppressed black South Africans and a white

minority who worked with him to creatively counter the system and produce
transformational changes. As Wheatley wrote, "The ability of life to create itself is
captured in a strange-sounding new word, autopoiesis" (p. 20) which means self-

creativity or self-making renews itself for growth and change. I think this describes some
of what South Africa has gone through in recent years, in part through Mandela's
leadership.

Iliamond Theory of Leadership
The diamond theory can also be used to better understand Mandela's role in

transforming South Africa. This theory refers to the greatness of leaders, symbolized by
the center of the diamond. Surrounding the center are the four fundamental characteristics

of leadership: vision, reality, ethics and courage (Koestenbaum,2002, p. l7) which are
the values of great leaders, thus making the diamond very strong. Before leaders can

become great leaders, they must first of all have a vision. As Koestenbaum wrote, "In
order for leaders to obtain greatness, they must work smarter and not harder, because
greatness is a struggle against mediocrity and they must be prepared to make a radical

change" (p. 27).

I think the diamond theory, which portrays the greatness of leadership to be in the
middle of the diamond surrounded by its four supportive forces is applicable to
Mandela's situation as he worked to place himself in the center of a diamond surrounded
by vision, ethics, reality and courage. He then maintained these values his entire life.
Koestenbaum (2002) also states, "a leader's mind is radically different from the ordinary

mind and the shift from the latter to the former is a conversion, transformation and break
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through" (p. 34).While Mandela was in the center of the ANC's struggle forjustice and
freedom, being surrounded by these great attributes strengthened his ability to stand by
his core values to change the political and legal systems in South Africa. He did this very

effectively, believing in his judgments. For example, when Mandela gave olive branches
to his jailers, though this did not go down well with his supporters, as he respected their

views, but his objectives were radically different than theirs. He went ahead with his
approach to change because he believed

it could bring a breakthrough to fulfill his

objectives, which it in fact did. I feel what Mandela accomplished can be described in a
quote from Plato:
Plato writes about prisoners in the cave, watching shadows that they accept as
real. One prisoner frees himself of these shackles, leaves the cave, sees the sun,
and returns to the darkness, temporarily blinded by the star's brilliance. His fellow

prisoners think he is crazy, yet he knows they live a life of illusion. (as cited in
Koestebaum, 2002, p. 34)
So

it was in Mandela's

case. He encountered a similar situation when he was offered a

conditional freedom by executive clemency in return for abandoning the pursuit of his
vision, which was to see all South Africans treated equally. He rejected this offer and
remained in prison. While other prisoners thought he was crazy for doing this, Mandela

felt accepting this offer would not have ensured the break-through he was looking for to
provide the national transformation he and the ANC were looking for, so he chose to
remain in prison and was prepared to die there rather than abandoning the cause to which
he had committed himself.
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Mandela as a Level Five Leader
I think Mandela's leadership style can also he better understood by comparing it
with what Jim Collins (2001) describes as "Level Five leaders" (p.21). These are those
who have ambitions not for themselves, but for the organizations they represent. They
create superb results, are clear catalysts in transforming organizations from good to great,
and demonstrate an unwavering resolve to do whatever must be done to produce the best

long-term results, no matter how difficult this may be. They routinely select superb
successors who

will proudly uphold their institutions. They often want to see their

organtzations continue to be successful into the next generation. And at that time, they
can proudly say, "Yes, I was once a leader of this organization" (p.26).

Mandela was a Level Five leader who transformed South Africa from a racially
segregated apartheid regime to a broad based, non-segregated government that brought
peace and equal rights for all. This was as incredible transformation, and as Collins

writes, "Good to great transformations don't happen without a Level Five leader at the
helm of that organtzation"

(p 73).

In addition, after achieving his transformational vision, Mandela sought a
competent successor, Thabo Mbeki, of his ANC party, whom he supported for the
presidential position with his blessing. He believed Mbeki could continue his vision

of

ensuring equal rights and justice for all South Africans, irrespective of their color.

However, Mandela did not just give Mbeki a blank check to govern the country atwill,
but he continues to keep his watchful eyes on him. Mandela has remained the voice

of

conscience in South Africa and even has condemned Mbeki at several points when he
adopted what Mandela believed to be wrong

policies. A

case in point was the

HIV/AIDS
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pandemic issue in South Africa when Mandela spoke against Mbeki's position in the
strongest tetms. He also has criticized Mbeki's government for passively supporting

Robert Mugabe, a ANC al1y, in what has become a horrendous misgovernment of the

neighboring state Zimbabwe (Lieberfeld, 2003, p. 391).

Citizen Leadership

I also think Mandela's role in transforming South Africa exemplifies what Couto
describes as "citizen leadership." He regards this type of leaders as those who abandon

their personal works in the interest of the larger society. According to him:
The citizen leaders I have in mind facilitate organized action to improve

conditions of people in low income communities and to address other basic needs

of society at the local level. And those transforming leaders who engage others in
an effort to reach a higher level of human awareness and relationship, and often

return to their private life when they accomplish their goals. (as cited in Wren,
1995, p. 12)

Mandela played the role of a citizen leader in South Africa at many times, including
when he was forced to abandon his family and the law practice that earned him a

relatively decent living to instead engage the political system that was so unequal for
people of color. Then, despite the awful treatment he had received for so many years in
his quest for the liberation of black South Africans, he relinquished power after his first
term as president of South Africa, feeling his mission was accomplished. This set him
apart from most African presidents, who have insisted on remaining in power, sometimes

contrary to their country's constifution, sometimes until only death removes them from

office.
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Cultural competence
Mandela's leadership style as applied to the transformation of South Africa was

chiefly charactertzed by his ability to reach out to every South African, irrespective of
their color, culture, or religion. Mandela, a staunch Christian, collaborated with people of
other faiths. His vision was equal justice must be granted to everyone, irrespective

of

color. He was also very sensitive to cultural diversity. For example, Ahmed Kathranda,
whom he mentored and who was also one of his closest friends, was a Muslim. They
fought together in the struggle to transform their country, and they were in Robben Island
Prison together for the sabotage charges they were found guilty of.

In Mandela's quest for a liberated South Africa, I feel he remained what Cross
(

1

986) calls "Culturally Neutral" (p. 17 6) as he believed leaders in general should provide

their services to their subjects using an unbiased philosophy. As Cross wrote, "Color and
culture make no difference when people have a mind set for a common cause. An
ethnocentric helping approach is applied to all; cultural strength should be ignored and

assimilation be encouraged" (p. 276). Mandela used this concept to create unity among
his followers and to encourage them to have respect for each other's cultures and

religious beliefs. It was this mutual respect that Mandela adopted and then promoted to
make the transformational breakthrough which happened when his followers joined
together, irrespective of their cultural or religious beliefs, to fight against the social and

political segregation and discnmination which existed in South Africa before Mandela
became president.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions

The story of Nelson Mandela and his leadership show the implications

of

transforming societies and organtzations for the betterment of their people. As evidenced
by Mandela's transformational leadership style which he used to lead so much positive
change in South Africa, Burns and many other proponents of the transformational

leadership style argue the transformational leadership model is one of the best to reform
organtzations and governments (as cited in Wren,1995, p. 103).
The ingredients necessary for transformational leadership to occur may be
summarized in various ways. It is obvious one of the most important characteristics

of

great leaders is their ability to make sound judgments and good decisions based on their

internalized visions. Mandela possessed these characteristics which made him an
authentic, transformational leader. He demonstrated high morals and ethical values,
expressed genuine interest in his followers and

built a high level of trust in his followers,

which helped his followers and him to perform changes which were well beyond their
own self-interests. For example, he encouraged participatory decision-making and
innovative thinking as the right ways to achieve success and never to give up. This is
what Spears emphasized when he said, "We are imprisoned by our weakness-we are
liberated and empowered by our strengths. This belief fuels and sustains leaders"
(Spears.1998, p.42).

The merits for transformational leadership speak for themselves. Koestenbaum

(2002) states that when transformational leaders are connected with their followers, great
40

things can happen. When leaders and those they lead are working together on the same
strategic plan, all their energy is focused to achieve maximum results. The leader has to
articulate the target goal, so everyone understands the direction in which to move forward

(p. 11).
Mandela's struggle to transform South Africa was based upon his determination
to liberate the black majority by whatever means necessary. The previous nonviolent
approach he attempted was changed to a violent, but limited armed confrontation that

landed him in prison which as it turns out only increased his charisma, as he influenced
many South Africans in and out of the country. Mandela was consistent in his belief he

would not compromise his core values for anything, including the South African
apartheid government's attempts to get him to abandon his quest in return for a handsome
compensation. So even while in prison, Mandela continued to influence his followers

both in and outside of prison, As he gained more fame nationally and internationally, this
put more pressures on the apartheid system, so that eventually the ruling party was
persuaded to engage Mandela in negotiations that led to a new South Africa.

Mandela was indeed a truly charismatic and transformational leader whose
actions and speeches connected very well with his followers and the world at large. As
shown above, he possessed all the characteristics of a transformational leader. He was
able to teach people how to organize themselves for the purpose of achieving their

freedom. He spoke the truth, pointed out injustices and fought to correct the system, both
as an activist in the

ANC and later

as the

first black president of South Africa, Ultimately

his vision was fulfilled through the intense struggle he engaged in during his life, which

yielded the new freedoms all South Africans are enjoying today.

4t

Recommendation
Crucial to the peace, security, sustainable democracy and economic growth in
South Africa, Mandela's acquisition of power, the conduct of his presidency and

visionary decision to limit himself to one term should be used in other parts of Africa and
the world where there is

still autocratic rule.

Mandela reinforced the socio-political imperative that no individual or citizen has
the right to cling to power endlessly no matter what amount of sacrifice they incur for

their country. Also, there should be no excuse for someone to remain in power, even

if

they are the greatest politician of their country. If other countries in Africa would adopt
this model, then they too could possibly witness the emergence of a true democracy.
The instructional value of Nelson Mandela's entire political journey reveals the
indisputable fact that a great transformational leader can bring about monumental
changes at any level of society. His leadership style broke new ground in Africa

if not for

the entire world.
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